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Coach Glovetanned Leather Swinger - Black
Product Number: 225025020207

The Swinger Bag is part of The Coach Originals, a collection of 
archival-inspired bags that celebrates our legacy and authentic New 
York heritage. This streamlined glovetanned leather style is based on 
a 1980s Coach design reimagined for today. Zip-top closure, fabric 
lining. Detachable short strap with 8" drop. Detachable long strap with 
21-1/2" drop for shoulder or crossbody wear. Dimensions: 9-1/4" W x 
5-1/2" H x 2-3/4" D. Imported.

Cole Haan Marli Key Item Tote
Product Number: 2250250202090002

This spacious tote from Cole Haan is a perfect accessory for the girl 
on the go. Smooth leather construction. Magnetic snap closure. 
Interior features one zip pocket and multiple slip tech pockets. Exterior 
features zip pocket. Double top handles with 9-1/2" drop. Removable 
crossbody strap. Dimensions: 14" W x 12" H x 6" D. Imported.

kate spade Knott Large Shoulder Bag - Black
Product Number: 225025020215

When you need a bag that ties it all together, reach for the Knott. 
Pebbled leather. Faux microsuede lining. Magnetic closure. Interior 
zipper pocket, snap-tab slip pocket, and central zipper compartment. 
12-1/2" strap drop. Dimensions: 12-1/2" W x 11" H x 7-1/2" D. 
Imported.
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DeWalt 20 Volt Lithium-Ion Compact Right Angle Drill 
Kit
Product Number: 460060050403

This drill’s compact size and two-speed transmission make it easy to 
get big jobs done in small spaces. Dual speed ranges (0-650/0-2000) 
rpm for increased user flexibility providing a wide range of 
applications. Compact front to back length (4.0") allowing users to fit 
into hard to reach spaces. Multi-grip trigger provides comfort and 
convenience, allowing the user to get into tighter spaces while still 
having access to the trigger. 3/8" Ratcheting Chuck with Deep Hex 
Pocket allows 2" (50 mm) hex bit to be fully inserted for getting into 
tight spaces. Includes 20V Max 1.5 Ah compact li-ion battery, 30 
minute fast charger, kitbox, belt hook, and 2” Phillips tip bit. Imported. 
11.75" H x 4" W x 2.125" D Ships to US, Canada, and Puerto Rico.

A.T. Cross Darth Vader Peerless Rollerball Pen
Product Number: 465065040074

"Dark Side fans, this is your pen! " The release of Episode IX -- The 
Rise of Skywalker, December 2019 inspired this bigger and more 
powerful Cross Limited Edition Peerless Selectip Rollerball pen. By 
partnering insights with Lucas Films and crafting the character design 
with Disney they have brought to life the Darth Vader character 
design. The design is chemically etched into the surface of the PVD 
body through a subtractive manufacturing process where regulated 
chemicals are applied over a template to etch out the design. 2019 
Limited Edition of 1977 pens created. Each cap and package notes x/
1977. Body Material: Glossy Black PVD appointments is produced 
from titanium alloys. Clip: Polished Black PVD Appointments. Trim: 
Polished Black PVD Appointments. Nib: 14K Gold Two-Tone Rhodium 
Plated Nib. Filling System: Includes one black gel ink rollerball refill 
(#8523) in pen. Can be converted into a ballpoint pen or creamy 
porous felt-tip pen by changing the refill to the desired type of tip 
(refills sold separately). Measures: 1.55" W x 5.682" L. Imported.
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Anchor Hocking 10 PC TrueSeal Storage Set
Product Number: 460060040459

Store and re-heat your leftovers, salads, prepped food and ingredients 
in this glass dish set. TrueSeal glass storage keeps food fresh with a 
leak-preventing lid for optimal storage and transportation and an over-
molded design keeps food and bacteria from getting stuck in lid. 
Includes 1-cup, 4-cup, 7-cup, and two 2-cup dishes with lids for each. 
Dishwasher and microwave safe. Oven safe to 425¦ F. Measures: 
13.81" x 9.43" x 9.43". Imported.
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Marc Jacobs Snapshot - New Black Multi
Product Number: 225025020201

Don't let the Snapshot's size fool you, there's plenty of room for the 
essentials (not just a point-and-shoot) for all-day use. This version 
comes with the new Marc Jacobs logo webbing strap, which is 
detachable for mixing and matching. The signature gold Double J 
emblem on the body is discrete, but undeniably Marc Jacobs. 
Features crossgrain leather, dual zip-top closures, exterior back slide 
pocket, lined interior with slip pockets, and two exterior zip 
compartments. Measures: 7" W x 4" H x 2" D. Imported.

Orrefors City Decanter
Product Number: 460060010369

The new City barware collection from Orrefors embodies modern, yet 
classic Orrefors design. Cuts on the surface create a bold and 
masculine, yet elegant and refined feeling. Urban elegance and 
beautiful clarity. Meausres: 6.5" H x 4.8" W. Imported.

Villeroy & Boch Scotch Whisky Collection Carafe No. 
2 and Tumbler No. 2 - Set 4
Product Number: 460060010372

Store and serve your fine scotch whisky in this elegant decanter. 
Features crystal glassware and a slim line for lighter, mellow and 
fresh-tasting whiskies. Holds up to 25-1/4 oz. Raise a glass and 
celebrate the good times with friends. Features crystal glassware, a 
classic shape that is ideal for lighter, less intensive blended scotch 
whiskies, dishwasher safe, and is . Includes two tumblers and 
decanter. Glass measures: 4" H. Decanter measures: Approx. 4.5" 
Diameter. Imported.
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Ralph Lauren Sutton Carbon Fiber Tic-Tac-Toe Set
Product Number: 460060020508

This tic-tac-toe set is crafted from walnut wood and carbon-fiber 
leather and features polished-nickel and powder-coated game pieces. 
Includes board and game pieces. Measures: 6" x 6" x 1.5". Imported.

Kosta Boda Crackle Large Bowl
Product Number: 460060030403

Crackle is a mouth-blown series with a distinctive, organic look. It is 
made using a technique in which hot glass is cooled in ice-cold water. 
The meeting of hot and cold produces a crackled surface, hence the 
name, Crackle, reminding us of the incredible power possessed by fire 
and water as natural elements. The pieces in this series were meant 
to be used for serving, for storage, for spending time with friends and 
family. Measures: 6.25" H x 8.25" W. Imported.

Kosta Boda Crackle Small Bowl
Product Number: 460060030404

Crackle is a mouth-blown series with a distinctive, organic look. It is 
made using a technique in which hot glass is cooled in ice-cold water. 
The meeting of hot and cold produces a crackled surface, hence the 
name, Crackle û reminding us of the incredible power possessed by 
fire and water as natural elements. The pieces in this series were 
meant to be used for serving, for storage, for spending time with 
friends and family. Measures: 4" H x 10.25" W. Imported.
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Kosta Boda Crackle Vase
Product Number: 460060030405

Crackle is a mouth-blown series with a distinctive, organic look. It is 
made using a technique in which hot glass is cooled in ice-cold water. 
The meeting of hot and cold produces a crackled surface, hence the 
name Crackle, reminding us of the incredible power possessed by fire 
and water as natural elements. The pieces in this series were meant 
to be used for serving, for storage, for spending time with friends and 
family. Measures: 11" H x 8.25" W. Imported.

Kosta Boda Orchid Vase
Product Number: 460060030406

With warm shades of amber and purple, G÷ran WSrff creates another 
classic yet unique collection for Kosta Boda. Measures: 11.375" H x 
5.125" W. Impoted.

Kosta Boda Saraband Vase -Purple/Green
Product Number: 460060030407

An exquisite vase of deceptively simple design. The beautiful colors 
and the purity of the crystal creates a dramatic, elegant vase. Each 
vase is free-blown and is a masterpiece of Swedish glass craft. 
Measures: 14" H x 6" W. Imported.
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Ralph Lauren Cheyenne Large Hurricane
Product Number: 460060030409

Inspired but vintage iron work. The iron uniquely goes through the 
glass so you can pick it up. A great addition to your home indoors and 
out. Measures: 8-5/8" W x 18-1/4" H. Imported.

Swarovski Faceted Smooth Crystal Swan Figurine
Product Number: 460060030410

A true icon of the brand, this beautiful creation showcases Swarovski's 
exceptional craftsmanship. It perfectly captures the grace and 
elegance of the swan and enchants with its feminine silhouette. The 
mix of faceted and smooth clear crystal creates a truly exceptional 
shine. The popular design is now offered in this attractive medium 
size. Measures: 4 13/16 x 4 11/16 in. Imported.

Montblanc Smart Travel Over-Ear Headphones - 
Black
Product Number: 462062020689

These smart headphones combine elegance and functionality. Made 
of fine materials like aluminum, silicone and leather. Active noise 
cancelling. Google Assistant. Comfort and foldability. Fitted with the 
perfect acoustics for an immersive sound experience. Bluetooth. 
Proximity Sensor automatically plays/pauses audio when putting the 
headphones on/off. Includes pouch, jack cable, and USB cable. 
Measures: 24.5 X 22 X 9.5 CM. Imported.
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Odyssey White Hot OG Seven Putter - 35" Left Hand
Product Number: 545045010697

Series introduction: 2021. With White Hot OG, youÆre getting one of 
the most renowned putter innovations of all-time in an unbelievable, 
high-performance package. Features double bend face-balanced 
mallet, best suited for strokes with minimal face rotation and arc, 
legendary White Hot two-part urethane insert, milled surface finish, 
gray DFX grip. 35" putter for left-handed golfers. Imported.

Callaway Apex 21' Hybrid - 3H/Graphite/Regular/Left 
Hand
Product Number: 545045010703

Series introduction: 2021. Apex 21 is a high-tech, high-performance 
hybrid that blends exceptional ball speed with the remarkable new 
Jailbreak A.I. Velocity Blades. Jailbreak A.I. Velocity Blades are 
engineered to increase vertical stiffness near the sole of the club, 
creating more speed low on the face where players often mis-hit their 
hybrids. Velocity Blades allow the Face Cup to flex on the crown to 
promote better spin rate consistency, and the bars are spread to 
enhance torsional stiffness, leading to more forgiveness all across the 
face. A.I.-designed Flash Face SS21 puts an even greater emphasis 
on center and off-center ball speeds. Enhanced launch and trajectory 
control from dual MIMÆed tungsten weighting. Tungsten weighting 
precisely positions the center of gravity to promote high launch, and 
provide more forgiveness on off-center shots. Adjustable hosel to help 
optimize your loft, trajectory and control for even more versatility. 
Graphite shaft. Regular flex. #3-hybrid for left-handed golfers. 
Imported.
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Callaway Apex 21' Hybrid - 3H/Graphite/Regular/
Right Hand
Product Number: 545045010704

Series introduction: 2021. Apex 21 is a high-tech, high-performance 
hybrid that blends exceptional ball speed with the remarkable new 
Jailbreak A.I. Velocity Blades. Jailbreak A.I. Velocity Blades are 
engineered to increase vertical stiffness near the sole of the club, 
creating more speed low on the face where players often mis-hit their 
hybrids. Velocity Blades allow the Face Cup to flex on the crown to 
promote better spin rate consistency, and the bars are spread to 
enhance torsional stiffness, leading to more forgiveness all across the 
face. A.I.-designed Flash Face SS21 puts an even greater emphasis 
on center and off-center ball speeds. Enhanced launch and trajectory 
control from dual MIMÆed tungsten weighting. Tungsten weighting 
precisely positions the center of gravity to promote high launch, and 
provide more forgiveness on off-center shots. Adjustable hosel to help 
optimize your loft, trajectory and control for even more versatility. 
Graphite shaft. Regular flex. #3-hybrid for right-handed golfers. 
Imported.
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Callaway Apex 21' Hybrid - 4H/Graphite/Regular/Left 
Hand
Product Number: 545045010705

Series introduction: 2021. Apex 21 is a high-tech, high-performance 
hybrid that blends exceptional ball speed with the remarkable new 
Jailbreak A.I. Velocity Blades. Jailbreak A.I. Velocity Blades are 
engineered to increase vertical stiffness near the sole of the club, 
creating more speed low on the face where players often mis-hit their 
hybrids. Velocity Blades allow the Face Cup to flex on the crown to 
promote better spin rate consistency, and the bars are spread to 
enhance torsional stiffness, leading to more forgiveness all across the 
face. A.I.-designed Flash Face SS21 puts an even greater emphasis 
on center and off-center ball speeds. Enhanced launch and trajectory 
control from dual MIMÆed tungsten weighting. Tungsten weighting 
precisely positions the center of gravity to promote high launch, and 
provide more forgiveness on off-center shots. Adjustable hosel to help 
optimize your loft, trajectory and control for even more versatility. 
Graphite shaft. Regular flex. #4-hybrid for left-handed golfers. 
Imported.

Callaway Apex 21' Hybrid - 5H/Graphite/Regular/Left 
Hand
Product Number: 545045010707

Series introduction: 2021. Apex 21 is a high-tech, high-performance 
hybrid that blends exceptional ball speed with the remarkable new 
Jailbreak A.I. Velocity Blades. Jailbreak A.I. Velocity Blades are 
engineered to increase vertical stiffness near the sole of the club, 
creating more speed low on the face where players often mis-hit their 
hybrids. Velocity Blades allow the Face Cup to flex on the crown to 
promote better spin rate consistency, and the bars are spread to 
enhance torsional stiffness, leading to more forgiveness all across the 
face. A.I.-designed Flash Face SS21 puts an even greater emphasis 
on center and off-center ball speeds. Enhanced launch and trajectory 
control from dual MIMÆed tungsten weighting. Tungsten weighting 
precisely positions the center of gravity to promote high launch, and 
provide more forgiveness on off-center shots. Adjustable hosel to help 
optimize your loft, trajectory and control for even more versatility. 
Graphite shaft. Regular flex. #5-hybrid for left-handed golfers. 
Imported.
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Callaway Ladies' Epic Max Fairway Wood - #7/Project 
X Cypher 40/Graphite/Right
Product Number: 545045010727

Series introduction: 2021. Epic Max fairway woods set a new bar for 
ball speed technologies in an oversized shape. Jailbreak A.I. Velocity 
Blades and a stiffer body allow the face cup to flex, resulting in 
exceptional ball speeds in a design thatÆs easy to launch. A.I. Face 
is forged using a high strength C300 Maraging Steel for speed and 
spin consistency across the face. Oversized head combines with a 
shallow face for enhanced forgiveness and a club that is extremely 
easy to launch. Launch and spin are tunable using 2 and 14g weights; 
use the heavy weight in the rear for forgiveness, or in the front for 
lower launch and spin. Cypher 40 graphite shaft. #7-wood for right-
handed female golfers. Imported.
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Odyssey White Hot OG 2-Ball Putter - 35" Left Hand
Product Number: 545045010740

Series introduction: 2021. With White Hot OG, youÆre getting one of 
the most renowned putter innovations of all-time in an unbelievable, 
high-performance package. Features double bend face-balanced 
mallet, best suited for strokes with minimal face rotation and arc, 
legendary White Hot two-part urethane insert, milled surface finish, 
gray DFX grip. 35" putter for left-handed golfers. Imported.

Odyssey White Hot OG 2-Ball Putter - 35" Right Hand
Product Number: 545045010741

Series introduction: 2021. With White Hot OG, youÆre getting one of 
the most renowned putter innovations of all-time in an unbelievable, 
high-performance package. Features double bend face-balanced 
mallet, best suited for strokes with minimal face rotation and arc, 
legendary White Hot two-part urethane insert, milled surface finish, 
gray DFX grip. 35" putter for right-handed golfers.

Odyssey White Hot OG Rossie Putter - 35" Right 
Hand
Product Number: 545045010746

Series introduction: 2021. With White Hot OG, youÆre getting one of 
the most renowned putter innovations of all-time in an unbelievable, 
high-performance package. Features face-balanced small mallet, best 
suited for strokes with minimal face rotation and arc, legendary White 
Hot two-part urethane insert, milled surface finish, gray DFX grip. 35" 
putter for right-handed golfers. Imported.
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Victorinox VX Sport Evo Collection Daypack 
Backpack
Product Number: 590098070061

Travel in style with this multifunctional backpack. Features spacious 
main compartment with zippered mesh pocket, padded laptop and 
tablet pockets with soft, anti-scratch lining and multi-purpose stretch 
side pockets ideal for a water bottle or umbrella. Front pocket with 
organizational panel and SAK pocket. Rear sleeve system of wheeled 
luggage for easy travel with multiple bags. Padded, adjustable 
shoulder straps. Air flow channels in the padded back panels for 
comfort and coolness. Side compression straps stabilize heavy loads. 
Tone on tone color blocking for a sleek look. VX Cross and Shield on 
front as design element. Measures: 14.2"W x 19.3"H x 10.6"D. 
Imported.

Thule 27" Revolve Luggage - Raven Grey
Product Number: 590098080143

This stylish hardside luggage easily navigates from doorstep to 
destination, while maximizing packing space. Effortless navigation 
from the very first step with a telescoping handle that minimizes sway 
and efficiently transfers power to the wheels. Lightweight, stylish and 
impact-resistant luggage is comprised of 100% polycarbonate. 
Designed to last with internal corner protectors, a rigid frame and a 
reinforcing front panel for added protection. Maximize packing space 
and enjoy a quiet roll with a felt liner that contours the case and 
absorbs vibrations in transit. Easily navigate from doorstep to 
destination with oversized rear wheels that easily glide over rough 
terrain and smaller, recessed front wheels that increase interior space. 
Contents stay secure during travel with TSA locks and a puncture-
resistant zipper backed by a solid inner frame. Personal information 
remains concealed with integrated ID slot that retracts into the back of 
the case. Belongings are held securely in place with adjustable, 
internal compression system. Integrated feet allow the bag to rest on 
its side without tipping. Measures: 17-7/10" W x 26-4/5" H x 10-9/10" 
D. Imported.
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Thule 30" Crossover 2 Spinner - Dress Blue
Product Number: 590098080144

For extended trips, this large checked spinner expands for additional 
packing space and maneuvers with ease on eight spinner wheels. 
Easily navigate from doorstep to destination with oversized rear 
wheels that easily glide over rough terrain and smaller, recessed front 
wheels that increase interior space. Exceptional stability and a 
smooth, steady pull from the patented V-tubing telescoping handle 
and wide wheel base. Organize and separate personal gear in two 
large packing areas of the divided main compartment. Belongings are 
held securely in place with internal compression wings with zippered 
storage pockets. Expand luggage 2.5" for additional packing space. 
Prevent unauthorized access and keep contents safe with a TSA lock. 
Durable design comprised of a molded ballistic base, reinforcing 
bumpers, wear-resistant material, wear rails and oversized YKK 
zippers. Easily access go-to items using two front panel pockets with 
ample storage and a mesh divider for organization. Comfortably lift 
and arrange luggage with retractable top, side and bottom grab 
handles. Quickly identify luggage with built-in ID card slot. Measures: 
20-1/2" W x 30" H x 14-1/10" D. Imported.
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Victorinox Lexicon 2.0 Dual-Caster Global Carry-On
Product Number: 5900980801460002

Light and spacious, this Lexicon 2.0 Dual Caster Global Carry-On is a 
smooth mover, perfect for international travel. Durable and lightweight 
nylon construction. Comfort-grip, one-touch height-adjustable 
aluminum handle system locks to three heights: 41", 39", and 37". 
Adjustable handle position transitions seamlessly from pushing to 
pulling. Dual-caster wheels for 360¦ maneuverability. Internal Deluxe 
Pack More Divider creates individual compartments and doubles as a 
flat surface for crease-free folding and packing. 37L capacity. 
Measures: 15-7/10" W x 22" H x 9-4/5" D. Imported.

Seiko 29-mm Watch - 35-Year Anniversary - Women's 
Sizing
Product Number: 227027060303

From the Crystal Collection. Inspired by jewelry design this elegant 
watch is styled to be perfect for both Every day and special occasion 
use. With dazzling Swarovski.® crystals framing a patterned white dial 
with stylized Arabic numerals and distinctive blue hands this versatile 
timepiece is crafted of stainless steel with two-tone finish and includes 
a classic cabochon crown. 5 bar 50M Water Resistant Swarovski® is 
a registered trademark of Swarovski®. Imported.

Thule 30" Revolve Luggage - Raven Grey
Product Number: 590098080145

Perfect for any extended trip, this hardside luggage maximizes your 
packing space while easily navigating over any terrain. Effortless 
navigation from the very first step with a telescoping handle that 
minimizes sway and efficiently transfers power to the wheel. 
Lightweight, stylish and impact-resistant luggage is comprised of 
100% polycarbonate. Designed to last with internal corner protectors, 
a rigid frame and a reinforcing front panel for added protection. 
Maximize packing space and enjoy a quiet roll with a felt liner that 
contours the case and absorbs vibrations in transit. Easily navigate 
from doorstep to destination with oversized rear wheels that easily 
glide over rough terrain and smaller, recessed front wheels that 
increase interior space. Contents stay secure during travel with TSA 
locks and a puncture-resistant zipper backed by a solid inner frame. 
Personal information remains concealed with integrated ID slot that 
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retracts into the back of the case. Belongings are held securely in 
place with adjustable, internal compression system. Integrated feet 
allow the bag to rest on its side without tipping. Measures: 20-1/10" W 
x 29-1/2" H x 12-1/5" D. Imported.
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Samsung 32" Class N5300 Full HD TV
Product Number: 462062010124

Get crisp, beautiful Full HD video from this 32-inch Samsung LED 
Smart TV. It features Samsung's HyperReal Engine for amazing detail, 
color and contrast, and the smart features allow you to browse the 
web and cast a smartphone screen or compatible apps to the TV. 
Connect this 1080p Samsung LED Smart TV to your home theater to 
enjoy Dolby Digital sound via its optical digital audio port. 31.5" screen 
(measured diagonally from corner to corner. Watch Blu-ray movies 
and 1080p HD content at their highest level of detail. Stream movies, 
videos, music, and more. S Recommendation finds the movies and 
TV shows you'll enjoy most. They also deliver plasma-like deep blacks 
and rich colors. Two 5W speakers. High-speed HDMI delivers a full 
1080p picture and digital surround sound in one convenient cable. 
HDMI cable not included. Easily connect your digital camera, 
camcorder or other USB device. Web-based services and content 
require high-speed Internet service. Some services may require a 
subscription. Imported.

Eco-Drive« Axiom Stainless Steel Watch with Black 
Dial - Men's sizing
Product Number: 117017040459

Axiom is a model of modern sophistication. Stainless steel bracelet. 
40mm case. Black dial with silver-tone hands and stick marker. Date 
window at 3 oÆclock. Quartz movement. Water-resistant to 100 feet. 
Imported.
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Ippolita Classico Long Snowman Post Earring
Product Number: 227027010170

Luminous silver is hand-sculpted into open ovals for a naturally wavy 
look and a cool silhouette that shines. Length: 2.8" Width: 1". 
Imported.
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Henckels International 13-Piece Forged Synergy 
Knife Block Set
Product Number: 460060040455

This 13-piece knife block set has a knife to handle any kitchen task! 
Fabricated from high-quality German stainless steel. Forged bolster 
construction offers durability and a seamless transition from blade to 
handle. Professional, satin-finished blade boasts precision cutting and 
is finely honed for long-lasting sharpness. Modern, double-rivet handle 
with a stainless steel backing gives comfort in style. Dishwasher safe. 
Includes 3" paring knife, 5" serrated utility knife, 8" chef’s knife, 7" 
Santoku hollow edge knife, 9" sharpening steel, kitchen shears, six 
4.5" stamped steak knives, and a hardwood block.15.5" x 9" x 5.25" 
Imported.

MCM Claus Reversible Belt - Black, Gold Buckle
Product Number: 225025020218

A luxurious take on a wardrobe staple, this versatile belt is perfect for 
whenever you want to add some style to your look. Features signature 
monogrammed coated canvas with textured leather at the reverse 
side and finished with an iconic gold-tone M buckle. Imported.

Tumi Voyageur Everyday Tote
Product Number: 225025020231

The quintessential multitasking tote youÆll want to take everywhere, 
this effortless, well-designed bag features a secure zip top and a 
handy quick-access pocket for your phone. Purposeful, practical 
design that doesnÆt compromise on style. Features leather handles, 
media pocket, water bottle pocket with water-resistant lining and 
protective leather feet. Dimensions: 20" H x 12" W x 6" D. Imported.
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Farberware Classic Series 15 PC Set
Product Number: 460060040462

Equip your kitchen with a 15-piece cookware set. Features durable 
stainless steel around an aluminum core, classically styled phenolic 
handles, and rolled pan rims. Set includes: 1-Qt., 2-Qt. and 3-Qt. 
covered saucepans, 4-Qt. covered saucepot, 8-Qt. covered stockpot, 
8'' and 10'' nonstick aluminum skillets, and 3 prestige kitchen tools. 
Oven safe up to 350¦F.

Callaway 250+ Laser Rangefinder
Product Number: 545045010755

The 250+ rangefinder delivers precise distance measurements in a 
sleek, compact design. P.A.T. with Pulse Technology, providing golfer 
with a short vibration to confirm the laser has locked on to a pin. Slope 
Technology measures angle of incline/decline then calculates the 
slope-adjusted distance. Lock on to pins up to 300 yards away. 
Magnahold integrated magnets allow for quick access and storage on 
golf carts. 6x magnification ranges 5-950 yards. Measures in yards or 
meters. Superior accuracy to +/- one yard. Water- and fog-resistant. 
Legal for tournament play when slope is disabled. Includes carrying 
case. Imported.

Garmin Sport PRO Bundle Dog Device
Product Number: 545045010767

Keep your eyes on your dog at all times with the Sport PROÖ training 
device. Compact, lightweight and ergonomically designed. Simple, 
intuitive, "no look" one-handed operation. Quick turn dial with positive 
clicks when changing between ten stimulation levels and when 
controlling auxiliary functions. Settable BarkLimiterÖ levels. Four 
training buttons for continuous and momentary stimulation, vibration 
and tone. Rechargeable battery with up to 60 hours of battery life. 
Includes a Sport PRO handheld, dog device, 3/4" black collar strap, 
AC adapter, split adapter cable, charging clip, and contact point sets 
with wrench. Imported.
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Viper Neptune Electronic Dartboard Set
Product Number: 545045010782

Make an exciting addition to your game room with the Viper Neptune 
electronic dartboard with built in hybrid cabinet! 15-1/2" target face 
with commercial-grade nylon segments. Ultra-thin spider greatly 
reduces bounce outs. Built-in storage hold two sets of darts and extra 
dart points. 57 games with 307 option. Accommodates up to 16 
players. Bright LCD display. Includes six soft tip starter darts, 
mounting hardware and an external power supply adapter. 
Dimensions: 42" W x 26-1/2" H x 3-1/2" D. Imported.

FireSense Gas Patio Heater - Aged Chestnut
Product Number: 545045040056

The Aged Chestnut Finish Patio Heater is the most powerful patio 
heater on the market, with an output of an amazing 46,000 BTU's. 
This superior patio heater is perfect for the serious outdoor 
entertainer. Features 46,000 BTU output, up to 25 square feet heating 
capacity, Piezo ignition system and wheels for easy mobility. Powder-
coated steel with an aged chestnut finish. Durable stainless steel 
burners and double mantle heating grid. Tip over protection system 
initiates auto shutoff if the heater is tilted or knocked over. 
Consumption rate approximately 10 hours. Uses standard 20lb LPG 
BBQ tank (not included). Dimensions: 33" W x 89" H x 33" D. 
Imported.

Miele Blizzard CX1 Turbo Team
Product Number: 462062040418

This Miele Blizzard CX1 Turbo Team Vacuum is the only vacuum you'll 
need for just about any household mess. Bagless canister design. 
1,200 watt Vortex Motor. Four-setting suction control via rotary dial. 
33' overall cleaning radius. HEPA Lifetime Filter. Mono-Cyclone Vortex 
multi-stage filtration system. ComfortClean self-cleaning Gore® 
CleanStream® fine dust filter. TurboTeg Turbo Brush Floorhead and 
Parquet Twister Floorhead. Integrated dusting brush on handle, 
upholstery tool and crevice nozzle. Measures: 19-1/10" W x 15-1/5" H 
x 23-2/5" D. Imported
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Alor Black Cable and Stainless Steel Earrings
Product Number: 227027010217

The Noir Collection perfects the color black. With these earrings, 
ALOR's signature black stainless steel cable gets combined with 18kt 
white gold posts & diamonds to this powerful and chic staple to a 
whole new level. Imported.

Alor 6-Row Modern Cable Mix Bangle Bracelet
Product Number: 227027030169

Never leave your wrist bare by accessorizing with this multi-row 
bangle. Features six rows of alternating stainless steel, yellow 
stainless steel and rose stainless steel nautical cable, 18K yellow gold 
and stainless steel embellishments and slip-on style. Standard 7" 
diameter, non-adjustable. Imported.

Lalique 100 Points Whisky Tumbler - Set of Four
Product Number: 460060010370

“Beautiful yet functional” is how internationally acclaimed wine critic 
James Suckling describes the 100 POINTS collection. With a name 
referring to the wine scoring system, 100 POINTS is a hand-made 
collection that embraces a modern design and precise utility while 
exemplifying the established style of Lalique: crystal fashioned by the 
best glass-masters, “U” shaped bowl and distinctive frosted rib stem to 
obtain the characteristic contrast of clear and satin-finish. The 100 
POINTS small size tumblers are perfect for whisky and long drinks. 
Clear crystal. Set of four 12.85 oz. tumblers. Dimensions: H 3.98" x D 
3.54". Imported.
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Lalique 100 Points Water Glasses - Set of 4
Product Number: 460060010377

Sophistication is embodied in this set of four classically crafted water 
glasses. Features crystal construction in a "U" shaped bowl and 
distinctive frosted rib stem to obtain the characteristic contrast of clear 
and satin-finish. Includes four glasses. Hand wash recommended. 
Dishwasher safe. Measures: 8-3/4" H x 3-1/4" Diameter. Imported.

Lalique Louvre Champagne Glasses - Set of 4
Product Number: 460060010378

This range of mouth-blown glasses is distinguished by its elegant, fine 
lines. The slender, tapering stems perfectly complemented by a 
classical, flared bowl, feature a delicately etched motif of vine shoots. 
6.09 oz capacity. Set of four. Measures: H 8.46" x D 2.28". Imported.

Lalique Owl Whisky Tumblers - Set of 2
Product Number: 460060010379

Masterfully crafted of pure crystal, each tumbler is elaborately 
sculpted in a highly detailed bas-relief, featuring an owl motif in satin-
finished crystal. Each tumbler stands approximately 3-1/5" high and 
holds 6.76 ounces. Includes two tumblers. Imported.
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Orrefors City 9 Piece Drinkware Set
Product Number: 460060010380

The new CITY barware collection from Orrefors embodies modern, yet 
classic Orrefors design. Cuts on the surface create a bold and 
masculine, yet elegant and refined feeling. Urban elegance and 
beautiful clarity from Orrefors by designer Martti Rytk÷nen. Includes 
ice bucket, four 11.5-oz. highball glasses, and four 10.9-oz. DOF 
glasses. Imported.

Little Giant Ladder 4-Step Safety Stepladder
Product Number: 460060050406

Finish any household job in comfort and stability with this Little Giant 
Ladder Four Step Safety Stepladder. Features super-strong, 
lightweight and aerospace-grade aluminum, wide, slip-resistant steps, 
and easy-to-fold construction with 5-1/2" storage depth. Each step is 
9" deep and is rated to hold up to 300 lbs. Base spread is 45" and 
maximum reach of 9-1/2'. Weather resistant. Weight: 27.3 lbs. 
Imported

Little Giant Ladder Flip-N-Lite 5' Ladder
Product Number: 460060050407

This Little Giant Flip-N-Lite 5' Ladder is the perfect climb-in-comfort 
solution for anyone from a seasoned construction pro to a busy do-it-
yourselfer. Features heavy duty aluminum construction, easy open 
with one hand and comfortable, deep rungs. Huge, secure platform 
and lightweight, slim profile. 5' tall. Weight: 10.5 lbs. Imported.
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Little Giant Ladder Flip-N-Lite 6' Ladder
Product Number: 460060050408

This Little Giant Flip-N-Lite 6' Ladder is the perfect climb-in-comfort 
solution for anyone from a seasoned construction pro to a busy do-it-
yourselfer. Features heavy duty aluminum construction, easy open 
with one hand and comfortable, deep rungs. Huge, secure platform 
and lightweight, slim profile. 6' tall. Weight: 12.2 lbs. Imported

Seiko 40-mm Watch - 35-Year Anniversary - Men's 
Sizing
Product Number: 117017040449

Part of the Essentials Collection. Champagne dial, date calendar, gold 
hands and markers, case diameter: 40.0mm, gold-tone stainless steel 
case and bracelet, water-resistant to 10 bar, 100 meters (330 feet), 
caliber 6N42. Imported.

Alor Men's Stainless Steel Citrine Cuff Links
Product Number: 117017020020

Reinvent the meaning of "dress to impress" with these cufflinks 
topping off your professional look. Features citrine stones in a 
stainless steel setting with signature stainless steel cable accents. 
Imported.
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kate spade Knott Medium Satchel - Black
Product Number: 225025020202

Knott is the satchel that ties it all together. Pebbled leather with 
smooth Italian leather trim. Open top with dog-clip closure. Interior 
zipper pocket and snap-tab slip pocket. Optional and adjustable 
crossbody strap with 22" drop. 3-3/4" handle drop. Pinmount logo. 
Dimensions: 12-1/4" W x 8-1/4" H x 4-3/4" D. Imported.

LALI 14-Karat Yellow Gold Halo Diamond and Opal 
Earrings
Product Number: 227027010216

In 14K yellow gold with opal stone settings, these earrings finish your 
look in style. Imported.

35-Year Medallion Seiko Watch - Women's Sizing
Product Number: 227027060135

You'll be reminded of an extraordinary work milestone every time you 
glance at this lovely watch. Goldtone stainless-steel Seiko watch 
features a quartz movement with three-year battery, coin-edged bezel, 
cabochon crown, mineral-glass crystal, and date calendar. Water 
resistant to 50m. Imported.
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Citizen Silhouette Bangle Stainless Steel Watch - 
Women's Sizing
Product Number: 227027060217

The Silhouette Bangle watch combines delicate beauty with high 
performance. It features a stainless steel bangle bracelet, 23-mm 
case, black dial with two hands, stick hour markers, Swarovski crystal 
details, mineral crystal, and Eco-Drive movement. Splash resistant. 
Women's sizing.

Montblanc Meisterstück Leather Wallet
Product Number: 115015030116

Simple and sophisticated, this Montblanc smooth leather wallet 
embodies good taste. It's made from black European full-grain 
cowhide leather that has been chrome-tanned and dyed through and 
finished with the distinctive Montblanc deep shine. Bifold wallet 
features the Montblanc emblem with palladium-coated ring, jacquard 
lining woven with the Montblanc brand name, six credit card slots, two 
bill compartments, and two additional pockets. Measures 4.5"W x 
3.3"H. Imported.

DeWalt 20V Drill Driver/Impact Driver Combo Kit
Product Number: 460060050279

This combo kit includes a DeWalt DCD780 20V MAX 1/2" drill/driver 
with two-speed transmission (0-600/0-2000) and DCF885 20V MAX 
1/4" impact driver with three LED lights and a 20-second delay. 
Includes soft carry case. Made in USA. Ships to US, Canada, and 
Puerto Rico. Final Sale.
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Cuisinart Coffee Center 12 Cup Maker and Single 
Serve Brewer
Product Number: 460060040298

This two-in-one Cuisinart Coffee Center allows you to brew a single 
mug of coffee with a K-Cup on one side, or serve a crowd with the 
fully automatic 12-cup coffeemaker on the other. The Single-Serve 
side is K-Cup pod compatible and features three serving sizes (6, 8, 
and 10 oz.), a removable 40 oz. water reservoir, energy save mode, a 
removable drip tray for travel mugs, charcoal water filter and 
HomeBarista Reusable Filter Cup for ground coffee. The Carafe 
Brewer side includes a 12 cup glass carafe with stainless steel 
handle, fully automatic functions (24 hour brew start, self-clean, 
adjustable auto-off, ready alert), brew strength control, adjustable 
carafe temperature, easy-view water window, Brew Pause, a gold-
tone coffee filter and charcoal water filter. BPA free. Imported.

WT 6.0 Frequent Flyer Softside Carry-On
Product Number: 5900980800270003

Build style, convenience and practicality into your business trips with 
this Werks Traveler 6.0 Softside Frequent Flyer Carry-On by 
Victorinox. Features: extra-strong abrasion-resistant nylon 
construction, Swiss-engineered handle system, Hinomoto wheels with 
Lisof silent tires for smooth carrying, Pack More System for added 
storage, 15-2/5" laptop compartment. Large, expandable zippered 
compartment, expands up to 1-7/10" to increase packing capacity, 
integrated USB cable connects exterior USB port to a power pack (not 
included). Access Lock Combination Recovery Program, interior 
straps keep items secure, interior zippered compartment, YKK RC coil 
zippers. Dimensions: 9-1/10" x 13-4/5" x 21-7/10". Imported.

Denon 5.2-Channel 4K Ultra HD AV Receiver - Black
Product Number: 462062020318

Immerse yourself in hi-def sound with this Denon 5.2 Channel 4K 
Ultra HD AV Receiver. Features up to 140W per channel, built-in 
Bluetooth®, up to 4K HDMI pass-through, AM/FM tuner, Dolby Vision 
for crystal surround sound and five HDMI inputs and one HDMI 
output. Includes remote control with batteries, FM antenna, AM 
antenna, auto setup microphone and wire labels. 5.9" H x 17.1" W x 
12.6" D. Imported.
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Viking 9-Quart Oval Roaster with Induction Lid and 
Rack
Product Number: 460060040352

This three-in-one roaster is an incredibly versatile cooking vessel that 
can be used in a variety of ways. Use it as a conventional open 
roaster for whole chickens, turkeys, or beef roasts, or use the lid to 
convert it into a Dutch oven. The roaster's oval shape promotes a 
convection effect to heat food more quickly, while its 3-ply construction 
through out the vessel makes sure heat is distributed evenly, 
eliminating any ''cold'' spots. The lid can also be used separately as a 
saute pan, casserole, or sauce pan, while its beautiful mirror finish 
makes it a beautiful serving dish fit for any table. Both roaster and lid 
are perfect for all cooking methods, including induction. The dual-level 
elevated stainless wire rack prevents burning and can hang from the 
sides for easy draining to make sure that every drip of sauce is saved. 
Oven safe to 600° F and dishwasher safe. 19" x 11.25" x 7.25". 
Imported.

Black & Decker 20" 13 Amp Corded Mower
Product Number: 460060050320

Keep your lawn looking neat and tidy with this corded electric mower. 
Features 12 amp high power motor, instant start every time, one touch 
height adjust, versatile cutting option, ultra-durable no-rust deck, 20" 
width cut, 7-setting height of cut between 1-1/2" - 4", convenient 
carrying handles for easy transport/storage, 13 gallon all nylon grass 
collection bag allows checking fill. Imported.
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LG Streaming 4K Ultra-HD Blu-Ray™ Player
Product Number: 462062010094

Enjoy your favorite movies in hi-def with this LG Blu-Ray player. 
Features UHD playback via HDM, HDR10 and Dolby Vision support, 
near-4K resolution upscaling, WiFi® and ethernet network 
connectivity, 3D playback, Dolby Atmos, TrueHD, DTS-HD master 
audio and second HDMI output for audio. Includes remote control with 
batteries. Imported.
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Cuisinart Forever Black Stainless 11PC Set
Product Number: 460060040358

Cuisinart Forever Stainless 11PC Set. Features: Premium black 
stainless steel offers optimal cooking performance. Aluminum 
encapsulated base heats quickly and spreads heat evenly, eliminating 
hot spots. Premium stainless steel stick handles stay cool on the 
stovetop. Solid cast handles are contoured for comfort and balance, 
professionally riveted for strength and durability. Use on all stovetops, 
including induction, electric smooth top, or oven safe up to 500F. 
Glass lids are oven safe up to 350F. Cup and liter measurement 
markings make it easy to follow any recipe. Tapered rims for clean 
and easy pouring. Dishwasher Safe. Pieces Included in Set: 1.5qt 
saucepan with cover, 2.5qt saucepan with cover, 3qt saute pan with 
cover, 6qt stockpot with cover, 8" skillet, 10" skillet, 18cm steamer 
insert. Imported.

Bulova Cirrus Wall Chime- YOS 35
Product Number: 460060030361

Solid oak case, California oak finish. Metal dial. Westminster melody 
on the hour. Decorative screened glass. 26.25" H x 4.75" L x 13.25" 
W. Engraved plate containing the name "Boeing" and years of service 
shipped separately. Imported.

Bulova Valeria Mantel Clock
Product Number: 460060020491

Solid wood case, high-gloss piano finish over walnut burl veneer and 
walnut stain. Contrasting matte black split columns. Gold-tone inlaid 
accents, feet and capitals. Gold-tone finish metal skeleton movement 
with pendulum. Glass inserts in fron and sides. Requires (1) AA 
battery, not included. Engraved plate containing the name "Boeing" 
and years of service shipped separately. 14" L x 9.75" W x 4.75" H. 
Imported.
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Ippolita Classico Pinball Earrings- Clip Back
Product Number: 227027010172

Perfect for ears that aren’t pierced, this timeless silhouette is crafted in 
luminous silver and hand-hammered for an artisanal look. Clip Back. 
Length: .7" Width: .7". Imported.

Ippolita Cherish Snowman Post Earrings
Product Number: 227027010173

An expression of all that we treasure, Cherish links are crafted in 
sterling silver and met by double rings for an earring with a chic feel. 
Length: 1.47" Width: .55". Imported.

Bulova Vanderbilt Mantel Clock- YOS 35
Product Number: 460060030359

Hardwood case stained in warm walnut with burl accents on front, 
gold-tone accents on column caps. Two-tone metal dial offers a 
classic Roman numeral set of numbers and raised metal bezel. NEW, 
Bulova's Harmonic II PLUS quartz chiming movement plays a total of 
20 separate songs each on the hour. Adjustable volume control and 
automatic night shutoff. Protective glass lens with pin-stripe gold-tone 
detailing and recess for personalization plate. Quartz movement 
requires (1) AA battery for clock, (2) C batteries for chime, not 
included. Engraved plate containing the name "Boeing" and years of 
service shipped separately. 10.75" H x 2.5" L x 7" W. Imported.
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Bulova Wentworth Mantel Clock- YOS 35
Product Number: 460060030360

Solid wood case. High gloss black and mahogany finish. Polished 
chrome inlaid accents and feet. Chrome-finish metal skeleton 
movement with pendulum. Protective curved glass lens. Engraved 
plate containing the name "Boeing" and years of service shipped 
separately. 12" H x 4" L x 8" W. Imported.

Dewalt 1 Gallon 135 PSI Max Trim Compressor
Product Number: 460060050329

This Dewalt 1 Gallon, Oil-Less Trim Compressor is a highly portable 
model. The 0.3 HP, oil free motor delivers .75 SCFM at 90 PSI, and 
has a 135 max PSI to enable more nails to be fired and provides 
quicker recovery. 19' L x 14.5" W x 9" H. Imported.

Garmin Approach S40 Premium
Product Number: 1170170403920002

The Approach® S40 looks great on your wrist and on the course. 
Features: Stylish, lightweight GPS golf watch with a sunlight-readable 
1.2" color touchscreen display with metal bezel and quick release 
bands for easy change of style or color. Preloaded with more than 
41,000 courses from around the world. AutoShot detection measures 
and auto-records detected shot distances. Ability to pair with 
Approach® CT10 club tracking sensors for more automatic game 
tracking capabilities (not included). Green View feature allows manual 
pin positioning; quickly reference distances to the front, middle and 
back of the green as well as hazards and doglegs. Tracks everyday 
activities such as steps and sleep and includes built-in multisport 
profiles. Battery life up to 15 hours in GPS mode and ten days in 
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smartwatch mode. 43.4mm case size. Water-resistant to 165 feet. 
1.71 x 1.71 x 0.46". Imported.
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Gucci Interlocking Stud Earring - Silver
Product Number: 227027010184

Stay chic and casual in these iconic interlocking logo stud earrings 
from Gucci set in sterling silver. Approximate diameter: 3/8". Imported.

Ninja Foodi 6.5-qt. The Pressure Cooker that Crisps
Product Number: 460060040386

Meet the Ninja Foodi, the pressure cooker that crisps. With 
TenderCrisp Technology, you get the best of pressure cooking and air 
frying all in one pot. Pressure cook to lock in juices, then finish with a 
crisp to create TenderCrisp meals. Features a crisping lid to air crisp, 
bake/roast, dehydrate, and broil, 70% faster cooking than traditional 
methods, and guilt-free fried food with up to 75% less fat than 
traditional cooking methods. Skip thawing and save time. Evenly cook 
frozen food from the inside out, starting with pressure cooking and 
finishing off with a crisping method of your choice. The simplified 
control panel lets you customize results without presets and keep your 
food warm for up to 12 hours. Includes 6.5-Quart Digital Pressure 
Cooker, recipe book, XL 4-quart ceramic-coated Cook & Crisp fry 
basket, 6.5-quart ceramic-coated pot, crisping lid, and pressure lid. 
Dimensions: 16-4/5" W x 13-1/10" H x 14-3/10" D. Imported.
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Tissot T-Trend Lovely Silver Dial Stainless Steel 
Watch-Women's sizing
Product Number: 227027060271

This stunning piece conveys the very essence of class with its 
discrete yet absolutely gorgeous mini-size and feminine round case. 
Features 19.5mm 316L stainless steel case, stainless steel strap, 
silver dial, swiss quartz movement, and Renata 321 battery. Water 
resistant to 100'. Imported.
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Worx 40V 14" Cordless Chainsaw w/Brushless Motor
Product Number: 460060050338

This cordless chainsaw will make easy work of any cutting job. 
Equipped with Shut-Down chain brake to stop cutting right away. 
Features Auto-Tension chain tightening system so you always get the 
most efficient cut, auto-lubrication system, so the chain always runs 
smoothly, brushless motor designed for a much longer life-cycle than 
traditional chainsaws, powered by two 20V Max Power Share 
batteries for 40V of total power and performance, and on-board 
battery indicator so you know exactly how much charge is left. 
Includes two batteries, a dual charger, blade protection cover, chain 
bar, and chain. 31" x 9" x 9.75". Imported.

Swarovski Crystal Rose Watch-Women's sizing
Product Number: 227027060277

Sparkle to the max every day with the Crystal Rose line. Elegant and 
sophisticated, it showcases the unique brilliance of Swarovski crystal 
like no other watch, with 215 micro-pavé crystals around the bezel. A 
stainless steel case and bangle, and a white silver-tone sunray dial 
with three clear crystal index markers complete this extraordinary 
design. Specifications: Case - 34 mm; water resistant to 50 m; K1 
Mineral Glass; Swiss Made. Imported.

Coleman Evanston Screened 8-Person Tent
Product Number: 545045010619

Enjoy the fresh air without the bugs when you're camping in a 
Coleman® Evanston™ Screened 8 Tent. It's designed for simple 
setup and easy carrying—perfect for car campers and long camping 
trips. The tent even has a screened porch where you can sleep on 
warm, dry nights. If it rains, the tent is designed to hold up to the 
weather. Insta-Clip™ Pole Attachments stand up to high wind and the 
WeatherTec™ System’s patented welded floors and inverted 
protected seams help ensure you stay dry. The snag-free, continuous 
pole sleeves mean you only have to feed the poles once—reducing 
setup time to just 15 minutes. Inside, the 15 ft. x 12 ft. floor is large 
enough to fit two queen size airbeds. Before you lie down, attach the 
fly for protection from the rain, or on dry nights, gaze at the stars 
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through the mesh roof. Polyguard, Polyester, Mesh. 27.25" L x 11" W 
x 10.75" H. Imported.
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Denon DHT-S316 2.1-Channel Soundbar System
Product Number: 462062040136

Transform any TV into a home entertainment center with the Denon 
DHT-S316. The low-visibility wall-mountable sound bar features high-
fidelity sound with two-way speakers and a wireless subwoofer. 
Denon Virtual Surround technology creates a powerful realistic home 
theater experience through Dolby Digital DTS Decoding and the 
Denon-proprietary Dialogue Enhancer for crystal clear dialogue at any 
volume. With a low-profile design and 2" height it fits most spaces and 
won’t block your TV’s bottom edge or IR remote sensor. Easily 
connect your TV to the HDMI (with Audio Return Channel) with the 
included HDMI cable. An Optical input allows for connecting an 
additional device. Wirelessly pair your Bluetooth capable devices to 
the Denon DHT-S316 and stream your favorite music easily. Imported.

Sennheiser Momentum 2 True Wireless Earbuds - 
Black
Product Number: 462062020370

Earbuds that put sound first with bespoke 7mm dynamic drivers, deep 
bass, natural mids and clear and detailed treble. Built-in equalizers 
allow you to tailor your listening experience. Active Noise Cancellation 
feature allows you to switch off your surroundings and dive into that 
impactful song or impromptu call. Up to 28 hours of playtime per 
charge; seven hours of battery life can be extended to 28 with the 
charging case. Ergonomic design for unbeatable sound in 
unbelievable comfort. Customizable controls. Easily activate Google 
Assistant and Siri at the touch of a button. Smart Pause feature 
automatically stops when earbuds are removed and seamlessly 
resumes when you put them back. Connects to Smart Control app 
and includes charging case, charging cable, and silicone ear adapter 
sets in four sizes. Imported.
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Coleman 12' x 10' Instant Shade Hex Canopy & 
Screen Walls
Product Number: 545045010680

Escape the sun, wind, and little critter friends with this Coleman Back 
Home 12 x 10 Foot Instant Screen House. This hexagon shaped 
Coleman screen house sets up in 3 steps in just 3 minutes. Simply 
extend it on the ground, cover it with the canopy, and raise it up. It has 
2, generous sized, "T" style doors with entry from the front and back of 
the screen house. Spacious 8 foot, 4 inch vaulted ceiling for the taller 
folks and lots of room to set up tables and chairs. With 90 square feet, 
this screen house provides shelter in your backyard, at your campsite, 
child's soccer tournament, or family picnic. Includes a wheeled carry 
bag. Measures 12' L x 10' W x 8.33' H. Imported.
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AirPods Pro True Wireless EarBuds
Product Number: 462062020675

Enjoy immersive sound and optimal comfort with the Apple AirPods® 
Pro with Wireless Charging Case, sweat- and water-resistant wireless 
Bluetooth® earphones that use optical sensors and a motion 
accelerometer to detect when they're in your ears. Incredibly light 
noise-cancelling headphones, AirPods Pro block out your environment 
so you can focus on what you’re listening to. AirPods Pro use two 
microphones, an outward-facing microphone and an inward-facing 
microphone, to create superior noise cancellation. Bluetooth® 5.0 for 
reliable, high-quality reception. Up to 4.5 hours of listening time with a 
single charge (up to 5 hours with Active Noise Cancellation and 
Transparency off). Up to 3.5 hours of talk time with a single charge. 
The Wireless Charging Case provides more than 24 hours of listening 
time or more than 18 hours of talk time, and just 5 minutes in the case 
provides around 1 hour of listening time or around 1 hour of talk time. 
The Apple-designed H1 chip delivers incredibly low audio latency. A 
force sensor on the stem makes it easy to control music and calls and 
switch between Active Noise Cancellation and Transparency mode. 
Announce Messages with Siri gives you the option to have Siri read 
your messages through your AirPods. With Audio Sharing, you and a 
friend can share the same audio stream on two sets of AirPods (sold 
separately) so you can play a game, watch a movie, or listen to a 
song together. Includes Apple AirPods Pro with Wireless Charging 
Case, silicone eartips in three sizes, and Lightning® to USB Type-C 
Cable. Measures: 1.22" H x 0.86" W x 0.94" D. Imported.

Bose TV Speaker
Product Number: 462062020676

The Bose TV Speaker is a one-step, simple solution for better TV 
sound. It’s small but powerful, delivering a clear, balanced, and 
natural-sounding audio experience that enhances dialogue and bass 
performance. The Bose TV Speaker also has Bluetooth connectivity, 
so you can listen to what you want, when you want. Press the 
"Bluetooth" button on the remote to pair a device and wirelessly play 
music and podcasts. And while it delivers surprisingly rich and deep 
sound for a speaker of its size, you can press the "Bass" button on the 
remote for a little bit more. In Dialogue mode, the Bose TV Speaker 
analyzes what you’re watching to further elevate vocals so you can 
hear and understand every word more clearly. Simply press the 
"Dialogue mode" button on the remote to enable. Designed with 
simplicity in mind, the Bose TV Speaker uses a single connection to 
your TV via an optical audio cable (included) or an HDMI cable (sold 
separately), so you can go from unboxing to watching in no time. With 
HDMI-CEC, you can use your current TV remote to control the volume 
of the speaker. It detects a signal from your TV when turned on and 
automatically turns on too. Measures: 23-2/5" W x 5-1/5" H x 4" D. 
Imported.
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Bose QuietComfort® Ear Buds
Product Number: 4620620206780002

Better sound begins with better silence. That’s why these sleek, new 
wireless earbuds are designed with breakthrough acoustic innovations 
and the world’s most effective noise cancelling. Full transparency 
feature makes it sound as if you aren't wearing any headphones at all. 
This allows you to place an order or carry on a conversation without 
having to take out your QuietComfort earbuds. Thanks to IPX4-rated 
sweat and weather resistance, you can wear your QuietComfort true 
wireless headphones at the gym or outside on a run. Bose's StayHear 
Max eartips are constructed to ensure that every part that touches 
your ears is made from soft silicone. For a better fit, the medium-sized 
eartips can be replaced with either the included small or large pair of 
StayHear Max eartips. Tap the sides of the earbuds to activate your 
device's digital assistant and to manage audio, calls, and noise 
cancellation levels. Utilize the Bose Music app to customize noise 
cancelation setting, manage paired Bluetooth devices, update the 
earbuds' firmware, and more. Quick charge for 15 minutes to get up to 
2 hours of playback. Charging case magnetically secures your 
earbuds for charging. Recharge the charging case via the included 
USB cable or an (optional) Qi-compatible charging pad. Earbuds will 
pair with the last device automatically once the case's lid is opened. 
External LEDs on the case display battery status. Includes ear buds, 
charging case, three pairs of eartips, and USB Type-C charging cable. 
Measures: 1.34" H x 3.42" W x 1.99" D. Imported.
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Bose Frames Tempo - Sports Audio Sunglasses
Product Number: 462062020679

Whether you're on the bike trail or in the outfield, the Bose Frames 
Tempo Audio Sport Sunglasses provide audio entertainment and eye 
protection into a single pair of sunglasses. Using Bose's Open Ear 
Audio design, speakers embedded into the Tempo stems direct audio 
into your ears for only you to hear. Nothing goes in, on, or over your 
ears. Enjoy up to 8 hours of audio on a full charge. TR-90 nylon 
frames are flexible, durable, and with IPX4 water-resistance, can 
handle rain and sweat. Included polarized lenses protect your eyes by 
blocking up to 99% of UV rays. The lenses have a VLT (Visible Light 
Transmission) rating of 12%, which is ideal for sports, and are both 
shatter- and scratch-resistant. For additional functionality, a built-in 
microphone provides hands-free calling and voice command support. 
Integrated touch controls and multi-function button lets you manage 
audio playback, volume, phone calls, and access to Google Assistant 
or Siri digital assistants. Tested and approved for prescription lenses 
(some limitations may apply). Swappable non-slip nose pads help 
provide a better fit (2 extra pairs of nose pads included). Ports and 
microphone openings use mesh coverings to keep water & debris out. 
Quick charge of 30 minutes gets you up to 4 hours of audio. The Bose 
Music app gives you access to everything your Bose sunglasses have 
to offer. Get tips, personalize settings, unlock new features as they’re 
released, and get started right away with a guided setup that helps 
you pick the right nose pads for the best fit. Lenses on the Bose 
Frames Tempo are interchangeable, letting you swap them out for 
lenses in different colors and VLT levels, even order prescription 
lenses. (Sold separately). Measures: 2.26" H x 6.34" W x 3.11" D. 
Imported.

Bulova Manorcourt Pendulum Wall Clock - YOS 35
Product Number: 460060030387

Hardwood solids and veneers, natural oak finish. Brass finish metal 
dial and pendulum. Harmonic 2 triple-chime movement plays choice of 
Westminster, Ave Maria or Bim-Bam melody on the hour. Quarter-hour 
Westminster chime and strike available. Adjustable volume control. 
Automatic night shutoff available. Decorative screened glass. 
Requires (1) AA, (2) C batteries, not included. Measures: 24.25" W: 
11.25" D: 4.75". Engraved plate with Boeing name and years of 
service shipped separately. Imported.
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Gucci Interlocking Sterling Silver Cufflinks
Product Number: 117017020019

Add some prestige to your business attire with these sterling silver 
Gucci Interlocking Cufflinks They feature interlocking G logos with 
paisley design. Approx. diameter: 5/8". Imported.
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Gucci Interlocking Money Clip
Product Number: 117017030040

This sleek and stylish sterling silver money clip will provide a touch of 
elegance to the everyday. This stunning money clip with textured 
signature GG logo is perfect for everyday use or as an addition to a 
smart suit. Measures: 0.75"W x 2"L. Imported.

60-Piece Chancellor Flatware Set
Product Number: 460060010277

Give your table a bold new look with the Chancellor 60-piece, 18/10 
stainless steel flatware set. Villeroy & Boch's signature elegance 
makes this dishwasher-safe set a versatile classic. Includes 12 each 
of the following: dinner fork, salad fork, dinner knife, soup spoon, and 
teaspoon. Imported.

LALI 18k yellow gold and Sterling Silver Amethyst 
pendant
Product Number: 227027020176

A gleaming amethyst stone hangs from this mesmerizing 18K yellow 
gold and stirling silver chain. Measures: 1” L x ½” W with an 18” chain. 
Imported.
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Worx Aerocart All Purpose Wheelbarrow/Yard Cart/
Dolly
Product Number: 460060050373

All in one truly functional and versatile cart that makes light work of 
heavy loads. Features an 8-in-1 all-purpose wheelbarrow, yard cart 
and dolly that lightens every load, two oversized, balanced wheels 
make a back-breaking 200 lbs. load feel more like 17 lbs., also 
converts into a powerful dolly using a fulcrum to easily move large 
potted plants, boulders and even a trailer. 11.65" H x 18.15" W x 
41.75" D. Imported.

Victorinox Werks Traveler 6.0 Frequent Flyer 
Hardside Carry-On
Product Number: 590098080131

Travel with ease with the new Werks Traveler 6.0 luggage. 
Polycarbonate hardside exterior is extremely strong yet lightweight. 
Integrated multi-tool inspired by the Swiss Army Knife includes a USB 
port, SIM card replacement tool, ID tag, and ballpoint pen. Swiss-
engineered handle system. Dual-caster Hinomoto wheels with Lisof® 
silent tires. 360° maneuverability. Pack More system for maximum 
capacity. Recessed TSA® approved combination lock. Measures: 
13-4/5" W x 21-7/10" H x 9-1/10" D. Imported.

Garmin vivoactive® 3 GPS Smartwatch - Black/
Stainless Steel-Men's Sizing
Product Number: 117017040378

Keep track of time and fitness goals with this Garmin vivoactive® 3 
smart watch. Compatible with select iPhone® models, Android phones 
and Windows 10 phones. Features calendar, SMS and email 
notifications, Garmin Pay mobile payment service, water-resistant 
design, Side Swipe™ interface for quick scrolling and swift navigation, 
stainless steel case and silicone watch band, Bluetooth® 4.0 
technology for wireless connectivity, more than 15 pre-loaded GPS 
and indoor sports apps and built-in lithium-ion battery for seven days 
of use in Smart Mode and 13 hours in GPS mode. Includes charging 
cable. 30.4 mm screen size. Imported.
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Wolf Windsor 15-Piece Watch Box - Black
Product Number: 115015060063

A mid-century inspired watch box, the Windsor combines sharp design 
with smooth edges. Features chrome finished hardware, a locking 
glass cover , black pebble faux leather, silver textured silk lining, and 
15-piece watch storage. Measures: 12-1/2" W x 4" H x 13-3/4" D. 
Imported.

Wolf Cub Winder with Cover - Black
Product Number: 115015060064

A meticulously engineered watch winder with a sharp design, the Cub 
features a black pebble finish, glass cover, grey grosgrain faceplate, 
chrome-finished hardware, and a single winding module. Measures: 5" 
W x 5-3/4" H x 6" D. Imported.

Bosch Top-Handle Jig Saw
Product Number: 460060050399

Always make that perfect cut with this jigsaw. Features 120V of power, 
a aluminum footplate, ambidextrous lock-on button, Constant 
Response™ circuitry which maintains desired speed, and toolless 
blade-change. Measures: 8.1" H x 10" L x 3.5" W. Imported.
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Karcher K4 Premium 2,000 PSI 1.4 GPM Electric 
Pressure Washer
Product Number: 460060050400

Karcher’s 1900 PSI K4 pressure washer delivers exceptional cleaning 
power for most cleaning jobs. The patented induction motor is water 
cooled to increase the life of your pressure washer by five times. The 
Vario spray wand allows for quick adjustment between low and high 
pressure without the need to switch nozzles. For stubborn stains, the 
patented Dirtblaster® spray wand will clean up the toughest chores. 
Onboard detergent tank included. Water volume of 1.5 gallons per 
minute. Measures: 12" W x 34-1/3" H x 12-4/5" D. Imported.

White Gold Overlapping Band Ring - Women
Product Number: 227027070071

This ladies’ ring is designed in 10 karat white gold and features an 
overlapping band design. Personalized or engraved items may take 
up to 4-5 weeks to ship. If you do not wish to have this item engraved, 
please contact: bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com

Yellow Gold and Sterling Silver Boeing Double Row 
Onyx Ring - Men's Sizing
Product Number: 117017050026

This men’s ring is crafted in sterling silver and features a 14 karat gold 
top inlaid between a double row of  rectangular onyx. Personalized or 
engraved items may take up to 4-5 weeks to ship. If you do not wish 
to have this item engraved, please contact: 
bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com
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35 Year Black Framed Options - Brass Medallion 
Option
Product Number: 585085040024

The 35 Year Black Frame features the Boeing Center Medallion and 
allows each recipient to choose 8 complimentary coins from the 
Boeing collection.

The recipient has the choice of brass or pewter for their certificate 
coins.

Personalized or engraved items take 4-6 weeks for processing.

35 Year Mahogany Framed Options - Brass Medallion 
Option
Product Number: 585085040026

The 35 Year Mahogany Frame features the Boeing Center Medallion 
and allows each recipient to choose 8 complimentary coins from the 
Boeing collection.

The recipient has the choice of brass or pewter for their certificate 
coins.

Personalized or engraved items take 4-6 weeks for processing.

Bulova Classic Rose Gold-Tone Watch - Women's 
Sizing
Product Number: 227027060165

The Bulova classic watch for ladies features rose gold-tone stainless 
steel bracelet, case and dial with Roman numerals and stick indices, 
3-hands: Hour, Minute and Seconds, minute markers on outer rim, 
quartz movement, Bulova logo and fold over clasp with double push 
button closure. Case diameter: 28mm. Water resistant up to 30 meters 
(100 feet). Engraved with the Boeing Logo, Employee Name, Award 
Level, and Award Year on the case back of the watch. Personalized or 
engraved items may take up to 4-5 weeks to ship. If you do not wish 
to have this item engraved, please contact: 
bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com
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Bulova Strap Watch from the American Clipper 
Collection - Men's Sizing
Product Number: 117017040388

The Bulova Strap Watch for men from the American Clipper Collection 
features silver tone stainless steel case and black leather bracelet 
with three-piece buckle closure, silver white dial with roman numeral 
markers and date window, scratch resistant flat mineral crystal and 
quartz movement. Water resistant up to 30 meters (100 ft). Diameter: 
40mm (1.5”) Thickness: 6.5mm (1/4”). Engraved with the Boeing 
Logo, Employee Name, Award Level, and Award Year on the case 
back of the watch. Personalized or engraved items may take up to 4-5 
weeks to ship. If you do not wish to have this item engraved, please 
contact: bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com

Citizen CTO Eco-Drive Watch - Men's Sizing
Product Number: 117017040457

The Citizen CTO Eco-Drive watch features simple and classic design, 
Eco-Drive Technology runs on light, never needs a battery, brown 
leather strap with traditional buckle closure, navy blue dial with silver 
tone three hands and hour markers, two subdials: Day of the Week 
and Day of the Month, mineral crystal dial window, silver-tone 
stainless steel case and bezel. Case size: 42mm. Water resistant up 
to 100 meters (330 ft.) Men's sizing. Engraved with the Boeing Logo, 
Employee Name, Award Level, and Award Year on the case back of 
the watch. Personalized or engraved items may take up to 4-5 weeks 
to ship. If you do not wish to have this item engraved, please contact: 
bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com

Citizen Silhouette Watch - Women's Sizing
Product Number: 227027060296

The Citizen Silhouette watch for features stainless steel case with a 
stainless steel bracelet, diamond fixed bezel, blue dial with silver-tone 
hands and index with Arabic numeral at the 12,6 o'clock position hour 
markers, Analog dial type, luminescent hands, date display at the 3 
o'clock position, Eco-drive movement, scratch resistant mineral 
crystal, pull / push crown, solid case back and fold over with safety 
clasp. Case diameter: 29 mm. Water resistant at 50 meters (165 feet). 
Women's sizing. Engraved with the Boeing Logo, Employee Name, 
Award Level, and Award Year on the case back of the watch. 
Personalized or engraved items may take up to 4-5 weeks to ship. If 
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you do not wish to have this item engraved, please contact: 
bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com
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Citizen Silhouette Swarovski Crystal Watch - Ladies 
sizing
Product Number: 227027060284

The Citizen Silhouette watch features silver-tone stainless steel 
bracelet, blush pink dial with darker pink hour markers, hands and 
Arabic numerals, Eco-Drive technology, runs on light and never needs 
a battery replacement, Swarovski crystals along entire bezel, date 
window at 3 o’clock marker, fold over clasp with push button, spherical 
crystal dial window and Citizen logo. Case diameter: 29mm. Water 
resistant to 50 M. Ladies sizing.

Bulova Sutton Watch - Ladies sizing
Product Number: 227027060282

The Bulova Sutton watch features two-tone stainless steel case, thin 
two-tone link bracelet, and white guilloché dial face with gold-tone 
hands and index markers, deployment clasp closure, three-hand 
analog display with quartz movement, dial face with minute track and 
domed sapphire crystal. Case diameter 28 mm. Water resistance 3 
ATM (30 meters). Ladies sizing. Engraved with the Boeing Logo, 
Employee Name, Award Level, and Award Year on the case back of 
the watch. Personalized or engraved items may take up to 4-5 weeks 
to ship. If you do not wish to have this item engraved, please contact: 
bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com

Bulova Classic Bracelet from New Sutton Petites 
Collection - Women's Sizing
Product Number: 227027060281

The Bulova Classic Bracelet from New Sutton Petites Collection for 
ladies features stainless steel case, silver tone dial, silver tone 
bracelet, quartz movement and fold over clasp closure. Water 
resistance 30 meters. Case diameter 28 mm. Engraved with the 
Boeing Logo, Employee Name, Award Level, and Award Year on the 
case back of the watch. Personalized or engraved items may take up 
to 4-5 weeks to ship. If you do not wish to have this item engraved, 
please contact: bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com
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Wittnauer Continental Collection Watch - Men's 
sizing
Product Number: 117017040421

The Wittnauer Continental Collection watch for men features a 
double-diamond index at 12 o’clock on a dark blue dial with steel 
accents and three-hand date feature, housed in a slim-line snap-back 
stainless steel case and signature bracelet with double-press 
deployant closure. Case diameter: 42 mm. Water resistance: 50 
meters (165 feet). Engraved with the Boeing Logo, Employee Name, 
Award Level, and Award Year on the case back of the watch. 
Personalized or engraved items may take up to 4-5 weeks to ship. If 
you do not wish to have this item engraved, please contact: 
bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com

Using Award Points at the Boeing Store

Your 35 -Year Award is good for $ 275 credit at the Boeing Store 

You may redeem your Service Award for Boeing Store merchandise by providing your BEMS ID in person at 
any Boeing Store location or by placing an order with BoeingStore.com customer service. At the Boeing 
Store, you may spend your service award on any of the store products and you may add other payment 
methods to purchase an item worth more than your award amount. For tax reasons, Service Awards must be 
redeemed in full on a single transaction so if your purchase leaves a balance, it will transfer to a Boeing Store 
credit.
For a list of Boeing Store locations visit the store locator

For information on using your Service Award as payment at BoeingStore.com, please visit the Boeing Store 
Customer Service page.

http://boeingstore.com/content/Store_Locator.htm
http://boeingstore.com/content/Pride-Boeing_Points_and_Service_Awards.htm
http://boeingstore.com/content/Pride-Boeing_Points_and_Service_Awards.htm

